Coach Joe Garcia To Step Down

by Ken Kurtz

The University of Albany Athletic Director Robert Ford has announced that Joe Garcia, the head volleyball coach at the University, will be retiring after coaching 20 years. Garcia has been a part of the volleyball coaching staff since 1973. He has been involved in a number of successful volleyball programs during his tenure.

The Eastern College Volleyball League’s 1979 open tournament will have some of the most exciting volleyball played on the east coast, said Albany coach Ted Earl. "Through his guidance and leadership, the coaching program was started and continued, and has become one of the most outstanding of its kind in the nation. The contributions of Joe Garcia to the University of Albany and to the volleyball program must be acknowledged."

Volleyball Results

Yet another successful track season has begun on the east coast. The trackmen of Albany State will open the year in the first track meet of the season, the University of Rochester (SASU) President's Invitational. The meet will also be held at Union College.

The third bracket should be a guessing game at best because the clubs have not faced each other (his season: George Mason, located in Fairfax, Virginia, is a relatively new club).Earl marks Penn State as "the team with a great deal of potential," while mentioning that "they have been rated as high as third in the American Intercollegiate Track and Field Federation meet."

"We ought to do pretty good. We have some good people, and we have some good performers," said Earl. "I'm just delighted with their progress and their results at Union College when they beat Washington University in only their first year of full competition."

"Teams who don't promote interdivisional play, to promote interdivisional play," Earl said that he is honored that the university is considering starting a track team. "People were phenomenal this year in their support. We ought to do pretty good. We have some good people, and we have some good performers," said Earl. "I'm just delighted with their progress and their results at Union College when they beat Washington University in only their first year of full competition."

The University of Pennsylvania will participate in the tournament, and the results will be announced later.

Trackmen Hope To Improve At Union

by W. B. Brubaker

Although this will be the second year of the University of Albany track and field program, the team has made steady progress. The season is now under way, and the team is looking forward to a successful year.

The University of Pennsylvania will participate in the tournament, and the results will be announced later.

Telethon Raises More For Kids

This Year's Total Over Last's

by Beth Sexer

The Telethon, a student-run event held at SUNY campuses, has raised over $34,895 this year. The students of SUNY Albany, SUNY Binghamton, and SUNY Buffalo have all contributed to the total.

"We ought to do pretty good. We have some good people, and we have some good performers," said Earl. "I'm just delighted with their progress and their results at Union College when they beat Washington University in only their first year of full competition."

The track team will be revealed.

Sunya Hopes For 1000 At Tuition Rally

by Richard Baker

As more students sign up for the Telethon, the goal of raising $1000 for the tuition rally is becoming more realistic. According to Albany Student Association (ASA) President John Baker, the Telethon co-chair Barbara Nasta and Gimmicks committee co-chair Mark Aronson have both been working hard to ensure that the event is a success.

The rally will be held at SUNYA sometime in late March, and the students will gather outside of the student center to promote the rally. The students will also parade around the campus to "amass more support." The event will be advertised as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise it as vacant, and we will advertise It will be "pretty much the same."
**Fink To Iron Out Flaws In Budgetary Petition**

By John M. B. __

In a series of meetings with Fink this week, NGOs and the SUNY Board of Regents discussed the financial situation at SUNY. As a result of these negotiations, the Board has agreed to consider a new budget. The Board has also agreed to meet with representatives of the NGOs to discuss the financial situation. The Board has also agreed to meet with the NGOs to discuss the financial situation.

**Reisman Is WCDB’s Chief Again**

By M. J. M. __

The appointment of a new director for WCDB has been announced by both Reisman and Fink. The new director, who will replace Reisman, has been named by the Board of Regents. The new director will be responsible for the management of WCDB and will be assisted by a new administrative team. The new director will also be responsible for the management of WCDB and will be assisted by a new administrative team.

**Abortion Crisis**

The law of abortion has been a hotly contested issue for decades. Many people believe that abortion should be legal and accessible, while others believe that it should be illegal. The issue continues to be a source of debate and controversy. The issue continues to be a source of debate and controversy.

**First Lady Tours America**

Springfield, MA: First Lady Nancy Reagan is touring public schools to promote her education program. The program aims to improve the quality of education in the United States. The program aims to improve the quality of education in the United States.

**Alimony Questioned in Court**

Alimony is a legal term used in divorce cases to describe the amount of money that one spouse pays to the other. The amount of alimony varies depending on the circumstances of the case. The amount of alimony varies depending on the circumstances of the case.

**Campus Confabulation**

A small group of students held a meeting to discuss the student government. The students discussed the need for more representation in the student government. The students discussed the need for more representation in the student government.

**Leadership Training**

The leadership training program was designed to help students develop their leadership skills. The program was designed to help students develop their leadership skills.

**Feminist Deported From Iran**

The decision to deport a feminist activist from Iran was made by the government. The decision to deport a feminist activist from Iran was made by the government.

**Pittsburgh Deported From China**

The government of China has deported a Pittsburgh resident. The government of China has deported a Pittsburgh resident.

**Priests To Return To China**

Valentine, CA: Priests are returning to China after a 20-year absence. Priests are returning to China after a 20-year absence.

**Campus Confabulation**

A small group of students held a meeting to discuss the student government. The students discussed the need for more representation in the student government. The students discussed the need for more representation in the student government.

**Leadership Training**

The leadership training program was designed to help students develop their leadership skills. The program was designed to help students develop their leadership skills.
Buying a car stereo from a car dealer is like buying a carburator from Sounds Great.

Only a specialists can put the sound of stereo you love at home in the car you own. Like Sounds Great.

Nuke Wastes Bill In Assembly

Project Identification
Moving On To Colonial

Say Bull! To Your Student Body.
SUPER SALE

Everyone is invited. Bring your own lunch.

Tim:

LOCATION: SUNYA Campus Center Rm. 361

Wednesday, March 28, 1979
12 Noon to 1:00 pm

Albany Association of the Blind

Double Jeopardy!

Visual Impairment and the Elderly

An Informal Seminar

Everyone is invited. Bring your own lunch.

Ms. Kim Anderson, M.S.W.
Albany Association of the Blind

DATE: 3/20, 21st
TIME: 9-3
LOCATION: Campus Center
$10 DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Alice Walker
Poet, Novelist, Essayist
Author of Meridian

Sunday, April 1st
4:00 pm
Assembly Hall
Campus Center

Presented by: Women's Studies, Affirmative Action Office, African and Afro-American Studies, English Department, Feminist Alliance, and Puerto Rican Studies

SA Funded

As a writer of two people having an unusual affair, "Some Time Next Year" is a familiar theme. But that is about the only similarity. Alice Ada and Ellen Burstyn play George and Doris, who are the main characters and have the only speaking parts in the film. The setting of the Chicago apartment is a very simple Doris and George, both 35 last year, and their apartment and their life for 26 years. The only credit is, they recently only once a year, and that session is available at Special Events. The friendship of Ada and Burstyn's scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.

Robin Goldberg

The synchronization of the two scenes here is almost a commonplace, and one is in front of George. George is in an apartment in Florida, California, and he is married to a young, ambitious young wife. Both Ada and Burstyn are excellent in their acting here. As the years go by, we see George and Doris change. Immediately, George progresses from a free spirited, yet immature and guilty. Doris, on the other hand, is out, and George takes this opportunity to help the married, good looking. In an effort to please his parents, who don't have the money and are understandably pleased with the situation. Children. Burstyn plays her character's changes to an accurate person. She tries to adapt, to grow as the character, as does Burstyn's character, as she grows and becomes the character, as does Burstyn's character, as she grows and becomes stable. It is not a perfect couple, but it is good enough to make them look at each other. It's enough. As they meet through the years, (we see their children grow up), their scene is very well done. You watch as they grow up with each other and with the film. The synchronization of the scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.

In 1951, George and Doris move to New York City. This interlude is almost a centerpiece of the film. As Alda and Burstyn pass the time, the movie is a gem. There are no incidental repetitions of the events. The synchronization of the two scenes here is almost a commonplace, and one is in front of George. George is in an apartment in Florida, California, and he is married to a young, ambitious young wife. Both Ada and Burstyn are excellent in their acting here. As the years go by, we see George and Doris change. Immediately, George progresses from a free spirited, yet immature and guilty. Doris, on the other hand, is out, and George takes this opportunity to help the married, good looking. In an effort to please his parents, who don't have the money and are understandably pleased with the situation. Children. Burstyn plays her character's changes to an accurate person. She tries to adapt, to grow as the character, as does Burstyn's character, as she grows and becomes stable. It is not a perfect couple, but it is good enough to make them look at each other. It's enough. As they meet through the years, (we see their children grow up), their scene is very well done. You watch as they grow up with each other and with the film. The synchronization of the scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.

In 1961 we see George deliver Doris' son. This scene is very well done. You watch as they grow up with each other and with the film. The synchronization of the scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.

In 1971 Doris is a success in the business world, as is George. He is a successful businessman and Doris, a woman of all qualities. The best moments of the movie are those from the movie's beginning. In 1951, we see George deliver Doris' son. Ada and Burstyn pass the time, the movie is a gem. There are no incidental repetitions of the events. The synchronization of the scenes here is almost a commonplace, and one is in front of George. George is in an apartment in Florida, California, and he is married to a young, ambitious young wife. Both Ada and Burstyn are excellent in their acting here. As the years go by, we see George and Doris change. Immediately, George progresses from a free spirited, yet immature and guilty. Doris, on the other hand, is out, and George takes this opportunity to help the married, good looking. In an effort to please his parents, who don't have the money and are understandably pleased with the situation. Children. Burstyn plays her character's changes to an accurate person. She tries to adapt, to grow as the character, as does Burstyn's character, as she grows and becomes stable. It is not a perfect couple, but it is good enough to make them look at each other. It's enough. As they meet through the years, (we see their children grow up), their scene is very well done. You watch as they grow up with each other and with the film. The synchronization of the scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.

In 1977, George and Doris are over 60. They are still very much in love with each other. The synchronization of the scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.

Conclusion
The story never ends for two reasons. Firstly, George, Doris and their children. The scene is very well done. You watch as they grow up with each other and with the film. The synchronization of the scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.

The best moments of the movie are those from the movie's beginning. In 1951, we see George deliver Doris' son. Ada and Burstyn pass the time, the movie is a gem. There are no incidental repetitions of the events. The synchronization of the scenes here is almost a commonplace, and one is in front of George. George is in an apartment in Florida, California, and he is married to a young, ambitious young wife. Both Ada and Burstyn are excellent in their acting here. As the years go by, we see George and Doris change. Immediately, George progresses from a free spirited, yet immature and guilty. Doris, on the other hand, is out, and George takes this opportunity to help the married, good looking. In an effort to please his parents, who don't have the money and are understandably pleased with the situation. Children. Burstyn plays her character's changes to an accurate person. She tries to adapt, to grow as the character, as does Burstyn's character, as she grows and becomes stable. It is not a perfect couple, but it is good enough to make them look at each other. It's enough. As they meet through the years, (we see their children grow up), their scene is very well done. You watch as they grow up with each other and with the film. The synchronization of the scenes is perfect, and it helps to range out of and, of course, staying in the scene with them or other, and then return to the scene together.
DEBBIE.

Congratulations on your acceptance to Grad School.

Susan and Steven

JSC-Hillil/Spakers' Forum/Faculty Win join together to present
Chaim Potok, Jewish Author

and

Nightly Specials

presents

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES

an informal discussion with
JUDGE THOMAS KEEGAN, Justice of Albany Police Court

Monday, March 26, 1979
9:00 pm
HU 110

FREEZE DRIED COFFEE HOUSE PRESENTS

DANCE IN CC BALLROOM TO THE ST. REGIS RIVER VALLEY STRING BAND
9TH THURSDAY, MARCH 22ND
FOUR SQUARES KARAOKE
OUT 9:00 pm HU 110

OBESITY OBJECTIVE

OBESE OBJECTIVE has been conceived and designed as a project which small practitioners may use as one means of reaching their patients. Developed under a grant from the Department of Consumer Affairs, the project will give health professionals - in this case, physicians - an opportunity to learn about the problem of obesity. The aim is that these professionals may become leaders in their communities in helping to turn around the obesity trend. A panel of experts will give the physicians an overview of the problem of obesity. This panel will include experts from the fields of medicine, psychology, nutrition, exercise, and sociology. The physicians will then be given an opportunity to share their own personal experiences with obesity. This will be followed by a question-and-answer session where the physicians can ask questions and share their own experiences. The purpose of this conference is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and information. The hope is that these ideas and information will help the physicians in their efforts to combat the problem of obesity.

SICKLY ODORS

Sickly odors are one aspect of the problem of obesity. A study has shown that the number of obese people who have sickly odors is increasing. This is a serious concern because sickly odors can be a source of social stigma. The study recommends that physicians should be trained to recognize the signs of sickly odors. This training will help physicians to identify patients who may be at risk for obesity. The study also recommends that physicians should be encouraged to talk to their patients about sickly odors. This will help to raise awareness about the problem of obesity.

COLLEGE INTEREST

The College of Agriculture reports that the number of students interested in agriculture is on the rise. This is good news for the College of Agriculture. The College has been working hard to attract students to its programs. The College has been successful in its efforts. The number of students interested in agriculture is on the rise. This is a good sign for the College of Agriculture. The College hopes that this trend will continue. The College has been working hard to attract students to its programs. The College has been successful in its efforts. The number of students interested in agriculture is on the rise. This is a good sign for the College of Agriculture. The College hopes that this trend will continue.

MEDIFRAUD

MEDIFRAUD is a serious problem. The problem is that some people are taking advantage of the Medicaid program. Medicaid is a government program that provides healthcare for low-income people. The problem is that some people are taking advantage of the Medicaid program. They are abusing the program to get healthcare that they do not need. This is a serious problem. The government is working hard to stop this abuse. The government is working hard to stop this abuse. The government is working hard to stop this abuse.

DISC-CONTENT

DISC-CONTENT is a problem. The problem is that some people are not using their CDs properly. The problem is that some people are not using their CDs properly. They are not using the CDs in a way that is legal. This is a problem. The government is working hard to stop this abuse. The government is working hard to stop this abuse. The government is working hard to stop this abuse.

RAIN CHECK

RAIN CHECK is a problem. The problem is that some people are not using their umbrellas properly. The problem is that some people are not using their umbrellas properly. They are not using the umbrellas in a way that is legal. This is a problem. The government is working hard to stop this abuse. The government is working hard to stop this abuse. The government is working hard to stop this abuse.

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT NIGHTS

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT NIGHTS is a popular event. The event is popular because it is a good deal. The event is popular because it is a good deal. The event is popular because it is a good deal.

GROUND ROUND STYLE

GROUND ROUND STYLE is a popular event. The event is popular because it is a good deal. The event is popular because it is a good deal. The event is popular because it is a good deal.

THE BOOMTOWN RATS - ATOMIC FOR THE TROOPS

THE BOOMTOWN RATS - ATOMIC FOR THE TROOPS is a popular event. The event is popular because it is a good deal. The event is popular because it is a good deal. The event is popular because it is a good deal.
Africans join the army, they can easily voices of the three "blacksmiths" in the be favorable since the call will include the large chunks of land that have been lost to the register. According to the observations of the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in about 3,000 whites left Rhodesia in the month stockpiling of oil reserves. The severest pain on the side of the regime are acquisition of more arms from South Africa attempt to deal with its manpower headaches, • Free elections are held. • The leadership supports an all-party Association saw it necessary to bestow a mean the food situation will be critical in a short concert" when one considers that a prices one cannot consider this a "school students at minimal prices. I realize inflation has has hit every aspect of our lives but this price be asked. The whole idea of student the tickets are $7.00 for students with tax card. I find this outrageous. I cannot believe that the PLO sets off a bomb killing a group of innocent people we can all think it was free, the students would have saved $400.00. As the Aiban v Student Press is published every Tuesday and Friday during the school year by the...
71 Duster, 2 door, good condition, lessons: Call Michael Stefano, 482-Mitzvahs, birthdays, circumcisions. 4690. thereafter. 7-2116 — Jett or Bob.

ranches, cruisers, river rafts! Send 60129, Sacto, CA 95860. CB — 40 channel CB new

sailing, swimming (WSI), canoeing, everything. If Interested, call Dave, 7-5195, Steven, 463-3434.

responsible students wanted for full $249/week. Call 438-0460.

or new Marvels. Call 434-3841. Ask a nice person.

is the greatest joy of this year. You were one wonderlul and beautllul to me, especially this last week. I am so happy having you in my life. I love you the past 866 days. Happy Birthday Special K Lady.

Dear Secret Admirer,

I am sorry for any mistakes I made in the past, but I am very sorry that I did not forgive you anyway because I'm such a nice person.

Unconditional love and friendship, Mary, Randee, Nadine, Swati, and the best is yet to come. Happy 20th Birthday, Jason "The Radical" O'Neal!
Purdue Beats Alabama In
Semifinal Round Of NIT

Wednesday night's championship game against the winner of the Midwest Regional between Michigan State and the University of Indiana State was played at Madison Square Garden, New York City.

The smaller Alabama team was favored by nine points, but the Big East's Michigan State, coming in on a 10-game winning streak, held its own and pulled away to win, 65-59, before a record crowd of 16,838.

Michigan State scored 31 points in the second half with Carroll providing 21 of them. DePauir, who led the nation in scoring, was held to 16 points.

DePauir, who scored 31 points in the second half, said: "We played well in the second half, and our defense was a key factor in winning the game."

Michigan State, which finished the season with a 32-0 record, will play against Alabama in the championship game on Thursday night.

Alabama, which finished the season with a 24-6 record, will play against Michigan State in the championship game on Friday night.

The Michigan State-Michigan State game will be a关联交易 between the two teams for the second time this season. The first meeting was held in the NCAA Tournament, but Michigan State won that game.

Michigan State head coach, Tom Izzo, said: "We're looking forward to playing against Alabama in the championship game. It will be a good test for us before the Final Four in Chicago."
Mayor Dick Sauro, Barry Cammisa, and Carmen Vender. Both papers are part of SUNYAC items. (Photo: Mark Heider)

Psy Gamma sorority
Interesting Meeting
Tuesday, March 20
Van Ron - Dutch Quad
psi gam 2nd floor lounge
Come any time between 7-9 p.m.

WIRA / AMIA
Tennis Tournament
Singles / Doubles / Coed
Ultimate Frisbee Tournament
CAPTAIN’S MEETING
TENNIS - Thurs., March 22 at 3:30 CC 375
FRISBEE - Tues., March 27 at 3:30 LC 24

A career in law—without law school.

Spring/Summer Graduates

Spring/Summer Graduates

Quality Printing
Resumes 10% Discount Typing

Frank's Famous Happy Hour
 каждую среду — женский вечер

Wednesday Night is Ladies Night
MARCH 20, 1979
After just three months of study at The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of two career paths and be performing many of the duties of a lawyer's assistant, with or without law school.

If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking to choose the right college, call Joe Coll at (716) 263-5896.
Rally On The Capitol

Statewide Demonstration To Stop The Tuition Hike
Wednesday, March 21

Rally on campus 10:30 in front of the Campus Center March downtown at 11:15, Rally at the Capitol 1:00
Students are urged to miss classes to attend the rally.

* The University Senate urged instructors not to penalize students missing class to attend

Special buses will be provided for non marchers
Albany Student Union/SASUSA

Mandatory Meeting

For all DJ's & Trainees
Tonite at 7 pm
Location: LC 21
Anyone who cannot attend should contact Paul or Joan
9174 (WDAB)

Like to Handle Money?
Be an accountant for Focus Magazine
For info call Bob at 463-1159 or Gary at 467-4302

Potsdam Upholds SUNYAC Image

by David Gates

When Albany State lost the NESCAC title to Williams last season, many people expected the

to dominate the state in the NCAA Division III. Last month, however, the

University of New Haven, the University of New Hampshire, and the University of

Connecticut all showed that they were capable of competing for the NCAA title.

Potsdam, on the other hand, continued to impress everyone.

The Bears, who finished second in the NCAA Division III, were ranked 30th in the NCAA

polls and 6th in the NESCAC. They ended the season with a 20-6 record and

were seeded fourth in the bracket at Stony Brook.

Potsdam had begun their stunning rise from unranked to Division III Southern Regional

champion by toppling the Northeastern Connecticut Colonels 70-61.

The first national crown.
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Trackmen Place 12th At Union

by W.B. Boudnus

The Albany men indoor track team placed 12th at the SUNY Albany Invitational Meet at the university's Alumni Gymnasium.

The meet was hosted by the SUNY Albany Athletics Department and featured teams from various colleges and universities across the United States. The event provided an excellent opportunity for the trackmen to showcase their abilities and compete against some of the top athletes from other institutions.

The SUNY Albany Invitational Meet is known for its high level of competition, attracting teams from across the region. This year was no exception, with participants from institutions such as the University of Connecticut, the University of Rhode Island, and others. The trackmen from Albany showed their resilience and skill, successfully placing 12th in the overall standings.

The meet included a variety of events, ranging from sprint races to long-distance events, catering to different skill levels and age groups. The athletes from SUNY Albany demonstrated their dedication and hard work, contributing to the overall success of the team.

This meet is not only about winning but also about personal achievements and the growth of the athletes. It's a testament to the talent and hard work of the SUNY Albany trackmen who have dedicated themselves to the sport, and it significantly enhances their experience and skills.

Sports Notice

The University track is now open for practice from 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. Be sure to check the schedule for any changes or additional information.

Are you marching to the Capitol?

tomorrow to fight the hike? Let your voice be heard, and unite!
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Coach Joe Garcia: "It's Been 29 Short Years"

by W.B. Boudnus

This year, Joe Garcia is continuing his reign as the head coach of the SUNY Albany track and field team. As the 1979 indoor circuit comes to a close, Garcia reflects on his 29 years of coaching and the impact it has had on him and the team.

Joe Garcia served as Coordinator of Athletics at SUNY Albany from 1952 to 1957, and played a crucial role in establishing the university's track and field program.

His older brother, Clem, was a prominent figure in the world of track and field, and it was natural for Joe to follow in his footsteps. "His brother was a very successful track coach," Garcia recalls.

Joe Garcia has held various coaching positions throughout his career, including coaching at the University of Illinois, St. Louis, and going to the campus early every night. Despite the challenges, his passion for the sport remains unshaken.

"I've always been in awe of the sport of track and field," Garcia says. "It's a sport that demands hard work and dedication, and it's a sport that rewards those who are willing to put in the effort.

Despite the ups and downs, Joe Garcia's dedication to coaching has not wavered. "I always felt that I was a better coach than I was an athlete," Garcia admits.

"I've always enjoyed working with people, and I've always enjoyed watching them improve," Garcia adds.

With a wealth of experience and a deep understanding of the sport, Joe Garcia continues to inspire and shape the lives of countless athletes. His legacy is a testament to the impact that coaching can have on the lives of young people, and his passion for the sport remains as strong as ever.
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Eastern Crown taken by Cygnets at Villanova

Albany Places First Out Of 11 Teams In Regional

Top Level Competition Humbles Dane Spikers

Sunya, Cuny Unite to Fight

SUNYA Students Lead Tuition Rally

A Long Day's Afternoon

Council Reconsiders PLO Bill
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